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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to introduce new 

types of neutrosophic crisp sets with three types 1, 2, 3. 

After given the fundamental definitions and operations, 

we obtain several properties, and discussed the relation-

ship between neutrosophic crisp sets and others. Also, we 

introduce and study the neutrosophic crisp point and neu-

trosophic crisp relations. Possible applications to data-

base are touched upon. 
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1 Introduction 

Since the world is full of indeterminacy, the neutrosophics 

found their place into contemporary research. The funda-

mental concepts of neutrosophic set, introduced by 

Smarandache in [16, 17, 18] and Salama et al. in [4, 5, 6, 7, 

8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 19,20, 21], provides a natural founda-

tion for treating mathematically the neutrosophic phenom-

ena which exist pervasively in our real world and for build-

ing new branches of neutrosophic mathematics. Neu-

trosophy has laid the foundation for a whole family of new 

mathematical theories generalizing both their classical and 

fuzzy counterparts [1, 2, 3, 4, 23] such as a neutrosophic 

set theory.  In this paper we introduce new types of neutro-

sophic crisp set. After given the fundamental definitions 

and operations, we obtain several properties, and discussed 

the relationship between neutrosophic crisp sets and others. 

Also, we introduce and study the neutrosophic crisp points 

and relation between two new neutrosophic crisp notions. 

Finally, we introduce and study the notion of neutrosophic 

crisp relations. 

2 Terminologies 

We recollect some relevant basic preliminaries, and in par-

ticular, the work of Smarandache in [16, 17, 18], and 

Salama et al. [7, 11, 12, 20]. Smarandache introduced the 

neutrosophic components T, I, F which represent the 

membership, indeterminacy, and non-membership values 

respectively, where  1,0 -
is nonstandard unit interval. 

Definition 2.1 [ 7] 

A neutrosophic crisp set (NCS for short) 

321 ,, AAAA   can be identified to an ordered triple 

321 ,, AAA  are subsets on X and every crisp set in X is 

obviously a NCS having the form 321 ,, AAA , 

Salama et al. constructed the tools for developed neu-

trosophic crisp set, and introduced the NCS NN X,  in X 

as follows: 

N  may be defined as four types: 

i) Type1: ,,, XN   or 

ii) Type2: ,,, XXN   or 

iii) Type3: ,,,  XN  or 

iv) Type4:  ,,N

1) NX  may be defined as four types 

i) Type1: ,,, XX N 

ii) Type2: ,,, XXX N 

iii) Type3: ,,, XXX N 

iv) Type4: ,,, XXXX N 

Definition 2.2 [6, 7] 

  Let 321 ,, AAAA   a NCS on X , then the comple-

ment of the set A  ( cA , for short   may be defined as

three kinds  

 1
C  Type1: 321 ,, cccc AAAA  , 

 2
C  Type2: 123 ,, AAAAc 
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 3
C  Type3: 123 ,, AAAA cc 

Definition 2.3 [6, 7] 

Let X    be a non-empty set, and NCSS A  and   B   in 

the form
321 ,, AAAA  ,

321 ,, BBBB   , then we may consid-

er two possible definitions for subsets ( BA ) 

( BA  )  may be defined as two types: 

1) Type1: 332211   and  , BABABABA  or 

2) Type2: 332211   and  , BABABABA  . 

Definition 2.5 [6, 7] 

Let X be a non-empty set, and   NCSs A  and B in 

the form 321 ,, AAAA  , 321 ,, BBBB   are NCSS Then 

1) A B  may be defined as two types:

i. Type1: 332211 ,, BABABABA  or 

ii. Type2: 332211 ,, BABABABA 

2) A B  may be defined as two types:

i) Type1: 332211 ,, BABABABA   or 

ii) Type2: 332211 ,, BABABABA 
.

3  Some Types of Neutrosophic Crisp Sets  
We shall now consider some possible definitions for some 

types of neutrosophic crisp sets  

Definition 3.1  

The object having the form

 
321 ,, AAAA   is called 

1) (Neutrosophic Crisp Set with Type 1) If satisfy-

ing  21 AA ,  31 AA  and  32 AA .

(NCS-Type1 for short).

2) (Neutrosophic Crisp Set with Type 2 ) If satisfy-

ing  21 AA ,  31 AA  and  32 AA  and  

.321 XAAA   (NCS-Type2 for short).

3) (Neutrosophic Crisp Set with Type 3 ) If satisfy-

ing  321 AAA  and  .321 XAAA 

(NCS-Type3 for short).

Definition 3.3 
1) (Neutrosophic Set [9, 16, 17]):  Let X be a non-

empty fixed set. A neutrosophic set ( NS for short) A
is an object having the form  )(),(),( xxxA AAA 

where    xx AA  ,  and  xA which represent the

degree of membership function (namely  xA ), the 

degree of indeterminacy (namely  xA ), and the de-

gree of non-member ship (namely  xA ) respectively

of each element Xx  to the set A  where
  1)(),(),(0 xxx AAA  and

  3)()()(0 xxx AAA  . 

2) (Generalized Neutrosophic Set [8] ):  Let X be  a

non-empty fixed set. A generalized neutrosophic 

(GNS for short)  set A  is an object having the form 

)(),(),(, xxxxA AAA   where    xx AA  ,  and

 xA which represent the degree of member ship

function (namely  xA ), the degree of indeterminacy

(namely  xA ), and the degree of non-member ship

(namely  xA ) respectively of each element Xx  to

the set A  where   1)(),(),(0 xxx AAA  and 

the functions satisfy the condition 

      5.0 xxx AAA   and 

  3)()()(0 xxx AAA  . 

3) (Intuitionistic Neutrosophic Set [22]). Let X be a

non-empty fixed set. An  intuitionistic  neutrosophic set A  

(INS for short) is an object having the form 

)(),(),( xxxA AAA   where    xx AA  ,  and  xA

which represent the degree of member ship function 

(namely  xA ), the degree of indeterminacy (namely

 xA ), and the degree of non-member ship (name-

ly  xA )   respectively of each element  Xx  to the set

A  where )(),(),(5.0 xxx AAA  and the functions sat-

isfy the condition     ,5.0 xx AA 

  ,5.0)(  xx AA    ,5.0)(  xx AA 

and   2)()()(0 xxx AAA  . A neutrosophic 

crisp with three types the object 321 ,, AAAA   can be 

identified to an ordered triple 321 ,, AAA  are subsets on 

X, and every crisp set in X is obviously a NCS having the 

form 321 ,, AAA . 

Every neutrosophic set )(),(),( xxxA AAA   on X  is 

obviously on NS having the form )(),(),( xxx AAA  . 

Remark 3.1 
1) The neutrosophic set not to be generalized neutro-

sophic set in general. 

2) The generalized neutrosophic set in general not intui-

tionistic NS but the intuitionistic NS is generalized 

NS. 

Intuitionistic NS                Generalized NS   NS 
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Fig. 1. Represents the relation between types of NS 

Corollary 3.1 
Let X non-empty fixed set and )(),(),( xxxA AAA 

be INS on X Then: 

1) Type1- cA  of INS be a GNS. 

2) Type2- cA  of INS be a INS. 

3) Type3- cA  of INS be a GNS. 

Proof 

Since A INS then )(),(),( xxx AAA  , and

5.0)()(,5.0)()(  xxxx AAAA   

5.0)()(  xx AA   Implies 

5.0)(),(),( xxx A
c

A
c

A
c   then is not to be Type1- cA

INS. On other hand the Type 2-
cA ,

)(),(),( xxxA AAA
c  be INS and Type3-

cA ,

)(),(),( xxxA AA
c

A
c  and 5.0)( xA

c implies to 

)(),(),( xxxA AA
c

A
c  GNS and not to be INS 

Example 3.1 

Let  cbaX ,, , and CBA ,, are neutrosophic sets on

X, ,\8.0,7.0,9.0(,\)6.0,7.0,6.0(,\)8.0,9.0,7.0 cbaA 

cbaB \8.0,5.0,9.0(,\)5.0,4.0,6.0(,\)5.0,9.0,7.0

cbaC \8.0,5.0,9.0(,\)5.0,8.0,6.0(,\)5.0,9.0,7.0 By the Def-

inition 3.3 no.3     ,5.0)(  xxx AAA   A be not 

GNS and INS, 

cbaB \8.0,5.0,9.0(,\)5.0,4.0,6.0(,\)5.0,9.0,7.0 not INS, 

where 5.04.0)( bA . Since 

5.0)()()(  xxx BBB  then   B is a GNS but not INS.

cbaAc \2.0,3.0,1.0(,\)4.0,3.0,4.0(,\)2.0,1.0,3.0

Be a GNS, but not INS. 

cbaBc \2.0,5.0,1.0(,\)5.0,6.0,4.0(,\)5.0,1.0,3.0

Be a GNS, but not INS, C be INS and GNS, 

cbaCc \2.0,5.0,1.0(,\)5.0,2.0,4.0(,\)5.0,1.0,3.0

Be a GNS but not INS.

Definition 3.2 

A NCS-Type1 
11

, NN X  in X as follows: 

1)  
1N   may be defined as three types: 

i) Type1: ,,,
1

XN   or 

ii) Type2: ,,,
1

 XN  or 

iii) Type3:  ,,N . 

2) 
1NX  may be defined as one type 

Type1: ,,
1

XX N  . 

Definition 3.3 

A NCS-Type2, 2,
2 NN X  in X as follows: 

1)  
2N   may be defined as two types: 

i) Type1: ,,,
2

XN   or 

ii) Type2:  ,,
2

XN 

2) 
2NX  may be defined as one type 

    Type1: ,,
2

XX N 

Definition 3.4 

A NCS-Type 3, 33 , NN X  in X as follows: 

1)  
3N   may be defined as three types: 

i) Type1: ,,,3 XN   or 

ii) Type2: ,,,3  XN  or 

iii) Type3: .,,3 XXN    

2) 
3NX  may be defined as three types 

i) Type1: ,,,3 XX N 

ii) Type2: ,,,3 XXX N   

iii) Type3: ,,,3 XXX N   

Corollary 3.2 
In general  

1- Every NCS-Type 1, 2, 3 are NCS. 

2- Every NCS-Type 1 not to be NCS-Type2, 3. 

3- Every NCS-Type 2 not to be NCS-Type1, 3. 

4- Every NCS-Type 3 not to be NCS-Type2, 1, 2. 

5- Every crisp set be NCS. 

The following Venn diagram represents the relation be-

tween NCSs 

Fig 1. Venn diagram represents the relation between NCSs 

Example 3.2 

Let },,,,,{ fedcbaX  , }{},{},,,,{ fedcbaA  , 

},{},,{},,{ dfcebaD   be a NCS-Type 2, 
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}{},{},,,{ edcbaB   be a NCT-Type1 but not NCS-

Type 2, 3. },,{},,{},,{ afedcbaC   be a NCS-Type 3.but 

not NCS-Type1, 2. 

Definition 3.5 

Let   X be a non-empty set, 321 ,, AAAA 

1) If   A   be a NCS-Type1 on X , then the complement

of the set A  ( cA , for short   maybe defined as one

kind of complement Type1: 123 ,, AAAAc   . 

2) If   A   be a NCS-Type 2 on X , then the comple-

ment of the set A  ( cA , for short   may be defined

as one kind of complement 123 ,, AAAAc  . 

3) If A  be NCS-Type3 on X , then the complement

of the set A  ( cA , for short   maybe defined as one

kind of complement defined as three kinds of com-

plements 

 1
C  Type1: 321 ,, cccc AAAA  , 

 2
C  Type2: 123 ,, AAAAc 

 3
C  Type3: 123 ,, AAAA cc 

Example 3.3 

Let },,,,,{ fedcbaX  , }{},{},,,,{ fedcbaA   be a 

NCS-Type 2, },{},{},,,{ edcbaB   be a NCS-Type1., 

},{},,{},,{ fedcbaC  NCS-Type 3, then the comple-

ment }{},{},,,,{ fedcbaA  , 

},,,{},{},{ dcbaefAc   NCS-Type 2, the complement 

of },{},{},,,{ edcbaB  , },,{},{},,{ cbaedBc 

NCS-Type1. The complement of 

},{},,{},,{ fedcbaC  may be defined as three types: 

Type 1: },,,{},,,,{},,,,{ dcbafebafedcCc  . 

Type 2: },{},,,,{},,{ bafebafeCc  , 

Type 3: },{},,{},,{ badcfeCc  , 

Proposition 3.1 

Let  JjA j :  be arbitrary family of neutrosophic 

crisp subsets on X, then 

1) jA   may be defined two types as : 

i) Type1: 
32

,,1 jjj AAAjA  ,or 

ii) Type2: 
32

,,1 jjj AAAjA  . 

2) jA   may be defined  two types as : 

1) Type1: 
32

,,1 jjj AAAjA  or 

2) Type2: 
32

,,1 jjj AAAjA  . 

Definition 3.6 

(a) If 
321 ,, BBBB   is a NCS in Y, then the preimage 

of  B under ,f  denoted by ),(1 Bf 
is a NCS in X 

defined by .)(),(),()( 3
1

2
1

1
11 BfBfBfBf    

(b) If 321 ,, AAAA   is a NCS in X, then the image 

of A under ,f denoted by ),(Af  is the a NCS in 

Y defined by .))(),(),()( 321
cAfAfAfAf   

Here we introduce the properties of images and preimages 

some of which we shall frequently use in the following. 

Corollary 3.3 

Let A ,  JiAi :  , be  a family of NCS in X, and  B, 

 KjB j :  NCS in Y, and YXf : a function. Then 

(a) ),()( 2121 AfAfAA 

),()( 2
1

1
1

21 BfBfBB  

(b) ))((1 AffA   and if f is injective, then 

))((1 AffA  , 

(c) BBff  ))((1  and if f is surjective, then 

,))((1 BBff   

(d) ),())( 11
ii BfBf   ),())( 11

ii BfBf  

(e) );()( iiii
AfAf  );()( iiii

AfAf  and if f is injec-

tive, then  );()( iiii
AfAf   

(f) ,)(1
NN XYf 

NNf   )(1 . 

(g) ,)( NNf   ,)( NN YXf   if f is subjective. 

Proof 

Obvious 

4  Neutrosophic Crisp Points 
One can easily define a nature   neutrosophic crisp set in X, 

called "neutrosophic crisp point" in X, corresponding to an 

element X:

Definition 4.1 

Let 
321

,, AAAA  ,be a neutrosophic crisp set on a 

set X, then       ,,, 321 pppp  321 ppp  X  is called 

a neutrosophic crisp point on A. 
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A NCP       ,,, 321 pppp   is said to be belong to a 

neutrosophic crisp set
321

,, AAAA  , of X, denoted 

by Ap , if may be defined by two types 

Type 1: 2211 }{,}{ ApAp  and 33}{ Ap  or 

Type 2: 2211 }{,}{ ApAp  and 33}{ Ap 

Theorem 4.1 

 Let 
321

,, AAAA  and ,,, 321 BBBB  be neutro-

sophic crisp subsets of X. Then BA  iff Ap implies 

Bp for any neutrosophic crisp point p in X. 

Proof 

Let BA  and Ap , Type 1: 2211 }{,}{ ApAp  and 

33}{ Ap  or Type 2: 2211 }{,}{ ApAp  and 33}{ Ap 

Thus Bp . Conversely, take any point in X. Let  11 Ap 

and 22 Ap   and 33 Ap  . Then  p  is a neutrosophic 

crisp point in X. and Ap . By the  hypothesis .Bp  

Thus 11 Bp  or Type1: 2211 }{,}{ BpBp  and 

33}{ Bp  or    Type 2: 2211 }{,}{ BpBp  and 33}{ Bp  . 

Hence BA . 

Theorem 4.2 

Let
321

,, AAAA  , be a neutrosophic crisp subset of 

X. Then  .: AppA   

Proof 

Obvious 

Proposition 4.1 

Let  JjA j :  is a family of   NCSs in X. Then 

  )( 1a      321 ,, pppp  j
Jj

A

  iff jAp   for  each 

Jj  . 

)( 2a j
Jj

Ap

   iff  Jj  such that jAp  . 

Proposition 4.2 

Let  
321

,, AAAA   and 
321

,, BBBB   be two 

neutrosophic crisp sets in X. Then BA   iff   for each p

we have BpAp   and for each p  we have 

BpAp  . iff BA      for each p  we have 

BpAp   and for each p   we have 

BpAp  . 

Proposition 4.3 

Let  
321

,, AAAA   be a neutrosophic crisp set in X.  

Then      333222111 :,:,: AppAppAppA  .

Definition 4.2 

Let YXf : be a function and p  be a neutrosophic 

crisp point in X. Then the image of p under f , denoted 

by )( pf , is defined by      321 ,,)( qqqpf  , where 

)(),( 2211 pfqpfq   and )( 33 pfq  .It is easy to see 

that )( pf  is indeed a NCP in Y, namely qpf )( , 

where )( pfq  , and it is exactly the same meaning of the 

image of a NCP under the function f .  

Definition 4.3 

Let X be a nonempty set and Xp . Then the neutro-

sophic crisp point Np  defined by    c
N ppp ,, is 

called a neutrosophic crisp point (NCP for short) in X, 

where NCP is a triple ({only element in X}, empty set,{the 

complement of the same element in X }). Neutrosophic 

crisp points in X can sometimes be inconvenient when ex-

press neutrosophic crisp set in X in terms of neutrosophic 

crisp points. This situation will occur if
321

,, AAAA 

NCS-Type1, 1Ap  .  Therefore we shall define "vanish-

ing" neutrosophic crisp points as follows: 

Definition 4.4 

Let  X  be  a nonempty set and Xp a fixed element 

in X Then the neutrosophic crisp set    c
N ppp

N
,,

is called vanishing" neutrosophic crisp point (VNCP for 

short) in X. where VNCP is a triple (empty set,{only ele-

ment in X}, { the complement of the same element in X}). 

Example 4.1 

Let  dcbaX ,,,   and   Xbp  . Then

   dcabpN ,,,, ,    dcabp
NN ,,,, , 

   dabP },{, . 

Now we shall present some types of inclusion of a neu-

trosophic crisp point to a neutrosophic crisp set: 

Definition 4.5 

Let    c
N ppp ,, is a NCP in X and 

321
,, AAAA  a neutrosophic crisp set in X. 
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(a) Np  is said to be contained in A  ( ApN  for 

short ) iff 1Ap . 

(b) 
NNp  be VNCP in X and 

321
,, AAAA   a neu-

trosophic crisp set in X. Then 
NNp  is said to be contained 

in A  ( Ap
NN  for short ) iff 3Ap . 

Remark 4.2 

Np  and 
NNp  are NCS-Type1 

Proposition 4.4 

Let  JjA j :  is a family of   NCSs in X. Then 

)( 1a j
Jj

N Ap

  iff jN Ap  for each Jj  . 

)( 2a j
Jj

N Ap
N 

  iff jN Ap
N
 for each Jj . 

)( 1b j
Jj

N Ap

     iff Jj  such that jN Ap  . 

)( 2b j
Jj

N Ap
N 

  iff Jj  such that jN Ap
N
 . 

Proof   

Straightforward. 

Proposition 4.5 

Let  
321

,, AAAA   and 
321

,, BBBB   are two 

neutrosophic crisp sets in X. Then BA    iff   for each 

Np   we have BpAp NN   and for each 
NNp  we 

have BpAp
NNN  .  BA   iff   for each Np  we 

have BpAp NN   and for each 
NNp we 

have BpAp
NN NN  . 

Proof  

Obvious  

Proposition 4.6 

Let  
321

,, AAAA  be a neutrosophic crisp set in X. 

Then      AppAppA NNNNNN  :: .

Proof  

It is sufficient to show the following equalities: 

     ApAppA NNN  ::}1  , 3A  

and      AppAppA NN
c

N
c  :}{:}{3

which are fairly obvious. 

Definition 4.6 

Let YXf : be a function and Np  be a nutrosophic 

crisp point in X. Then the image of Np  under f , denoted 

by )( Npf  is defined by    c
N qqpf ,,)( 

where )( pfq  . 

Let NNp  be a VNCP in X. Then the image of NNp

under ,f  denoted by ),( NNpf  is defined by 

   c
NN qqpf ,,)(   where )( pfq  . 

It is easy to see that )( Npf  is indeed a NCP in Y, 

namely NN qpf )(  where )( pfq  , and it is exactly 

the same meaning of the image of a NCP under he func-

tion f . ),( NNpf is also a VNCP in Y, namely 

,)( NNNN qpf  where )( pfq  . 

Proposition 4.7  

 States that any NCS A in X can be written in the 

form
NNNNNN
AAAA  , where  AppA NN

N
 : ,

N
N
A   and  AppA NNNN

NNN
 : . It is easy to show 

that, if 
321

,, AAAA  , then c

N
AAA 11 ,, and 

32 ,, AAA
NN

 . 

Proposition 4.8  

Let YXf :  be a function and 
321

,, AAAA   be a 

neutrosophic crisp set in X.  Then we have 

)()()()(
NNNNNN

AfAfAfAf  . 

Proof 

This is obvious from
NNNNNN
AAAA  . 

 Proposition 4.9 

Let 
321

,, AAAA   and 
321

,, BBBB   be two 

neutrosophic crisp sets in X. Then 

a) BA    iff   for each Np  we have 

BpAp NN   and for each 
NNp  we have 

BpAp
NNN  . 

b) BA   iff   for each Np  we have 

BpAp NN   and for each 
NNp   we 

have BpAp
NN NN  . 

Proof  

Obvious 

Proposition 4.10 

Let 
321

,, AAAA   be a neutrosophic crisp set in X. 

Then      AppAppA NNNNNN  :: .

Proof 
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It is sufficient to show the following equalities: 

     ApAppA NNN  ::}1  3A  

and      AppAppA NN
c

N
c  :}{:}{3  , 

which are fairly obvious. 

 Definition 4.7 

Let YXf : be a function. 

(a) Let Np  be a neutrosophic crisp point in X. Then 

the image of Np  under f , denoted by )( Npf , is defined 

by    c
N qqpf ,,)(  , where )( pfq  . 

(b) Let NNp  be a VNCP in X. Then the image of 

NNp  under f , denoted by ),( NNpf  is defined by 

   c
NN qqpf ,,)(  , where )( pfq  . It is easy to see 

that )( Npf  is indeed a NCP in Y, namely NN qpf )( , 

where )( pfq  , and it is exactly the same meaning of the 

image of a NCP under the function f . )( NNpf is also a 

VNCP in Y, namely  ,)( NNNN qpf  where )( pfq  . 

Proposition 4.11 

Any NCS A in X can be written in the 

form
NNNNNN
AAAA  , where  AppA NN

N
 : , 

N
N
A   and  AppA NNNN

NNN
 : . It is easy to show 

that, if 
321

,, AAAA  , then c

N
AAxA 11 ,,,  and 

32 ,,, AAxA
NN

 . 

 Proposition 4.12 

Let YXf :  be a function and 
321 ,, AAAA   be a 

neutrosophic crisp set in X.  Then we have 

)()()()(
NNNNNN

AfAfAfAf  . 

Proof 

This is obvious from
NNNNNN
AAAA  . 

5  Neutrosophic Crisp Set Relations 
Here we give the definition relation on neutrosophic crisp 

sets and study of its properties.  

Let X, Y and Z be three crisp nonempty sets 

Definition 5.1 

Let X and Y are two non-empty crisp sets and NCSS 

A  and B  in the form 321 ,, AAAA   on X, 

321 ,, BBBB  on Y. Then 

i) The product of two neutrosophic crisp sets A and

B is a neutrosophic crisp set BA given by 

332211 ,, BABABABA  on YX  . 

ii) We will call a neutrosophic crisp relation

BAR  on the direct product YX  . 

The collection of all neutrosophic crisp relations on 

YX  is denoted as )( YXNCR   

Definition 5.2 

Let R  be a neutrosophic crisp relation on YX  , then 

the inverse of R  is donated by 
1R  where 

BAR  on YX   then ABR 1 on .XY   

Example 5.1 

Let },,,{ dcbaX  , }{},{},,{ dcbaA  and 

},{},{},{ bdcaB  then the product of two neutrosophic 

crisp sets given by 

)},(),,{()},,{()},,(),,{( bdddccabaaBA   and 

)},(),,{()},,{()},,(),,{( dbddccbaaaAB  , and 

)},{()},,{()},,{(1 ddccaaR  , BAR 1 on XX  , 

)},(),,{()},,{()},,{(2 dbddccbaR  ABR 2 on XX  , 

1
1


R = )},{()},,{()},,{( ddccaa AB  and 

)},(),,{()},,{()},,{(
1

2 bdddccabR 
  AB . 

Example 5.2 

   Let },,,,,{ fedcbaX  , }{},{},,,,{ fedcbaA  , 

},{},,{},,{ dfcebaD   be a NCS-Type 2, 

},{},{},,,{ edcbaB   be a NCS-Type1. 

},{},,{},,{ fedcbaC   be a NCS-Type 3.Then 

)},(),,{()},,(),,{()},,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{( dfffceeebdadbcacbbbbabbaaaDA 

)},(),,(),,(),,{()},,(),,(),,(),,{()},,(),,(),,(),,{( fdedffefdcccdecebbabbaaaCD 

We can construct many types of relations on products. 

We can define the operations of neutrosophic crisp re-

lation. 

Definition 5.3 

Let R  and S  be two neutrosophic crisp relations be-

tween X and Y for every YXyx ),(   and NCSS A  and 

B in the form 321 ,, AAAA   on X, 321 ,, BBBB  on Y 

Then we can defined the following operations 

i) SR  may be defined as two types

a) Type1: SR   ,11 SR
BA  ,22 BA  SR BA 33 

b) Type2: SR   ,11 SR
BA  ,22 SR BA 

RS AB 33 

ii) SR  may be defined as two types

a) Type1: SR

SRSRSR BABABA 332211 ,,  , 

33
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b) Type2:

SR SRSRSR BABABA 332211 ,,  . 

iii) SR  may be defined as two types

a) Type1: SR SRSRSR BABABA 332211 ,,  , 

b) Type2:

SR SRSRSR BABABA 332211 ,,  . 

Theorem 5.1 

Let R , S and Q  be three neutrosophic crisp relations 

between X and Y for every YXyx ),( , then 

i) .11   SRSR  

ii)   .111 
 SRSR  

iii)   .111 
 SRSR  

iv)   .
11 RR 
  

v)      QRSRQSR  . .

vi)      QRSRQSR  . .

vii) If ,RS  ,RQ  then RQS 

Proof 

 Clear 

Definition 5.4 

The neutrosophic crisp relation )( XXNCRI  , the 

neutrosophic crisp relation of identity may be defined as 

two types  

i) Type1:   },{},{ AAAAI

ii) Type2:   ,},{ AAI

Now we define two composite relations of neutrosoph-

ic crisp sets. 

Definition 5.5 

Let R  be a neutrosophic crisp relation in YX  , and S  

be a neutrosophic crisp relation in ZY  . Then the compo-

sition of R  and S , SR   be a neutrosophic crisp relation 

in ZX  as a definition may be defined as two types  

i) Type 1:

SR  ),)(( zxSR  })(){({ 2211 SR BABA  ,

},)(){( 2222 SR BABA   })(){( 3333 SR BABA . 

ii) Type 2:

SR  ),)(( zxSR  })(){({ 2211 SR BABA  ,

},)(){( 2222 SR BABA   })(){( 3333 SR BABA . 

Example 5.3 

Let },,,{ dcbaX  , }{},{},,{ dcbaA  and 

},{},{},{ bdcaB  then the product of two events given 

by )},(),,{()},,{()},,(),,{( bdddccabaaBA  , and 

)},(),,{()},,{()},,(),,{( dbddccbaaaAB  , and 

)},{()},,{()},,{(1 ddccaaR  , BAR 1 on XX   , 

)},(),,{()},,{()},,{(2 dbddccbaR  ABR 2 on XX  . 

)},{()},,{()},,{()},{(21 ddccbaaaRR 

)},{()},,{(},{ ddcc and     

}{)},,).(,).(,{()},.).(,).(,{(1 abbaaaabbaaaI A  ,

}{},{)},.).(,).(,{(2 abbaaaI A 

Theorem 5.2 

Let R  be a neutrosophic crisp relation in YX  , and S
be a neutrosophic crisp relation 

in ZY  then 111)(   RSSR  . 

Proof 

 Let BAR  on YX   then ABR 1 , 

DBS  on ZY  then BDS 1 , from Definition 5.4 

and similarly we can ),(  and  ),(),( 111)(
zxIzxIzxI

RSSR  


 

then  111)(   RSSR 
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